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Abstract. A computer model of the frame of a ribbed-ring metal dome of 

steel I-beams with a span of 30,3 m and a height of 7,5 m with rigid 

connections at the joints have been developed. Based on the design 

scheme, auxiliary models of a partially complete dome frameworks were 

designed to study alternative installation methods, which differ from each 

other in the location scheme of temporary supports with hinge joints of 

bar elements over them. The installation computer models utilized the 

three schemes of temporary supports: central support, central support and 

1 circular row of intermediate supports, central support and 3 circular 

rows of intermediate supports. Computer calculations were performed for 

the design model of the dome framework and for all installation models to 

evaluate the impact of the self-weight of the dome on the stress state of 

the elements of its framework. As a result of the research, graphs and 

diagrams were created, which reflect the level of installation stresses in 

the meridional ribs in comparison with their values in the design scheme. 

The necessity to perform calculations of the dome frameworks during the 

design according to the installation conditions is noted. 

1 Introduction 

Domes are used as roofs of buildings that are round in plan, or in combination with other 

span structures. They are widely used not only because of their expressive geometric shape, 

but also because of their high reliability. The circular symmetry gives them increased 

rigidity compared to other spatial structural systems [1]. This, combined with the cost-

effectiveness of metal construction, allows them to occupy a leading position in the 

category of large-span spatial roofs.  

The frames of metal domes cannot be prefabricated and brought to the construction 

site as a whole structure. They acquire their design form, which is realized in their external 

appearance, gradually, over a long time. At first, only individual structures appear, then 

these structures are combined into fragments of the dome frameworks, those fragments are 

enlarged (or combined with each other) to form a single dome framework. Dome 

frameworks are assembled from a large number of metal structures, which are also 

differently oriented in space. The complexity of the structural system of domes and the 
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method of their installation, in many respects, depends on the magnitude of their 

dimensions and the geometric scheme of their frames [2].  

Real structures in metal domes have their own weight, and their frameworks are 

formed gradually during installation. Because of this, during the installation process, 

individual elements and structures are often installed on temporary supports. The 

installation diagram of the structures or parts of the dome frameworks in this case differs 

significantly from the design scheme. Therefore, during the construction of domes, internal 

forces arise in the structural elements of their frames, which differ in nature and magnitude 

from those that arise when the frames work according to design schemes.  

The erection of the frames of large-span metal domes can be carried out in various 

ways [3]: with a temporary central support, with several temporary supports, with 

scaffolding, lifting after assembly on the ground, mounted installation. A temporary central 

support is installed under the top of the dome, usually the upper ring of ribbed-ring domes is 

arranged on it. If several temporary supports are used, then in addition to the central one, a 

number of several supports are installed at an equal distance from it (along the 

circumference). There may be several such rows, and the axes of these rows resemble 

concentric circles of different diameters. With any method of erection dome frameworks are 

assembled both from individual structures and from fragments of frameworks, of varying 

degrees of enlargement [4, 5].  

The object of the study was the framework of the ribbed-ring dome, the geometric 

shape of which is shown in Fig. 1. The dome is spherical with a radius of curvature of 

19 m, a span of 30,3 m and a height of 7,5 m. The frame of the dome consists of 24 

meridional ribs and has 5 rings, the diameter of the upper ring is 5,4 m. The length of a 

single element of the meridional rib between the rings is 3,7 m. The lengths of individual 

elements of the rings vary from 0,7 m at the top of the dome to 3,95 m at the reference 

contour.  

Fig. 1. Geometric diagram of the dome under study.
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The study of the stress state of the frame during the installation of the ribbed-ring 

dome was carried out in various ways with the SCAD software system [6] on specially 

developed computer models of spatial rod systems [7]. The dome framework consists of 

steel I-beams: meridional ribs of I 23Ш1, the upper ring of I 26Ш1, support ring of 

I 23Ш1, intermediate rings of I 20Ш1. The dome framework of the design scheme is 

supported along its contour on short permanent columns of I 35Ш1. All temporary support

columns are made of 180x5 mm pipes.

2 Methodology

The study of the stress state of framed structures of a dome type with the use of computer 

models is typical for different scientists. Usually the stress state of dome frameworks was 

analyzed when its geometric parameters changed, when the geometric shapes of the 

frameworks differed, when the height-to-diameter ratio of the dome was different [8], when 

the spans of the dome frameworks changed [9]. Previously the author carried out a 

comparative study of the ribbed-ring and annular- lattice domes with different installation 

methods [10]. 

The dome framework is a spatial structure with rigid connections between all the 

elements, freely installed on permanent supports under the lower ring. Therefore, in this 

study, the design model of a dome framework is a framed structure with rigid joints 

supported by short columns through hinge joints. For computer installation models of a 

partially complete framework, temporary supports were used: a central support, a central 

and 1 circular row of intermediate supports, a central support and 3 circular rows of 

intermediate supports (Fig. 2). 

During the installation process, the individual parts of the frameworks on the 

supports are not yet rigidly connected to each other; nevertheless, they are installed on 

temporary supports without displacement. Therefore, the dome frameworks on an 

installation diagram are bar systems with hinge connections between the installed elements 

of the meridional ribs to the lower and upper rings, as well as to the intermediate rings of 

the dome (Fig. 3). The connections with the ribs of intermediate rings and the connections 

of all the temporary columns with the joints of the dome framework are also hinge. Each of 

these models is equivalent to the corresponding states of the dome being installed with its 

specific structural design. 

Different structural designs lead to different results of the static operation of framed 

constructions in dependence on the self weight of installed the meridional ribs, their 

fragments or individual elements. Therefore, the outlines of deformed dome structures with 

meridional ribs will differ in the wiring diagrams and different in the design scheme 

(Fig. 4). The diagrams of bending moments in the meridional ribs also become different; 

they differ both from each other and from the diagrams of the design scheme (Fig. 5). The 

arrangement of rigid joints between the elements of the meridional ribs and the installation 

of the dome ring elements in the joints with the formation of closed contours fix the 

deformations of the ribs and, thereby, contributes to the preservation of part of the 

installation stresses caused by bending. 
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 2. The models of the dome framework under study

a – design scheme; b – central support; c – central support and 1 circular row of supports; d –

central support and 3 circular rows of supports.
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a)

c)

b)

d)

Fig. 3. Design scheme of a dome framework during installation

a – design scheme; b – central support; c – central support and 1 circular row of supports; d –

central support and 3 circular rows of supports.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 5. Diagrams of bending moments  xM in the meridional ribs of different design schemes of 

a dome framework

a – design scheme; b – central support; c – central support and 1 circular row of supports; d –

central support and 3 circular rows of supports.

Fig. 4. Deformations of the meridional ribs of different design schemes of a dome framework

a – design scheme; b – central support; c – central support and 1 circular row of supports; d –

central support and 3 circular rows of supports.

a) b)

c) d)
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3 Example

The resulting internal forces iN  and iM  in the elements of the meridional ribs of each of 

the structural designs of a dome framework are characterized by a range of values and 

different arithmetical signs: iM � the moment from above; iM � the moment from below. 

However, the meridional ribs of the dome are always in a state of compression with a bend, 

regardless of the moment's sign iM  . Therefore, the comparison of moments iM  in 

different designs is justified. Fig. 6 shows diagrams of moments in different computer 

models ,j iM  of a framework j  in different tiers of ribs i  in comparison with the 

maximum moment of the design scheme п,maxM  (the first tier) in terms of the ratio 

values , п,maxj iM M . The diagrams show that the bending moments of installations can 

exceed the maximum moment of the design scheme with listed above installation methods 

by 1,67; 1,62; 1,49 times, respectively. 

The normal stresses in the elements of the meridional ribs are composed of the sum 

of the stresses from compression and the stresses from bending, i.e. 

i N i M i� � �� � .   (1) 

The self weight of the elements of the dome framework is a vertical load, therefore 

, 0y iM � . Therefore, to calculate the normal stresses in the cross-sections of the elements 

of the meridional ribs, we can use the formula 

,

,

 
A W

x ii
i

i x i

MN
� � � .    (2) 

,

п, max

j iM
M

a–
a+

b–

b+

c+
c– d–

d+

Numbers of tiers from the base of the dome

Fig. 6. The ratio , п,maxj iM M in the elements of the ribs of different design schemes of a 

dome framework

a – design scheme; b – central support; c – central support and 1 circular row of supports; 

d – central support and 3 circular rows of supports; "�" moment from above; "+" moment from 

below.
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The stresses in the elements of the meridional ribs of the dome framework design 

scheme п п пi N i M i� � �� �  depend more on the longitudinal forces iN  than on the 

bending iM . So, for iM �  the ratio пNi i� �  is in the range from 0,60 to 0,67, and for 

iM �  the ratio пNi i� �  is in the range from 0,66 to 0,89 (Fig. 7). 

If a share of bending stresses in the meridional ribs of the dome framework design 

scheme пM i�  is replaced by similar share of bending stresses in the installation мM i� ,

then we get the initial stresses н п мi N i M i� � �� �  that the meridional ribs will 

experience at the end of the installation. Fig. 8 shows diagrams of designed  п i�  and initial 

н i�  stresses in the meridional ribs of the dome framework. The diagrams show that the 

initial stresses н i�  in the dome ribs differ from the designed ones and significantly exceed 

them on certain tiers. However, it should be noted that the values of the initial stresses on 

the upper tiers do not exceed the maximum design stresses п max� . 

To quantify these differences, diagrams of the ratio of initial stresses to design 

stresses were constructed н пi i� �  (Fig. 9). The diagrams show that when installed with 

a central support for iM � , the initial stresses н i�  can exceed those designed 
п i�  by 1,31 

times and exceed the maximum п max�  ones by 1,22 times, and for iM �  stresses н i�  can 

exceed the designed values 
п i�  by 1,52 times in the 4th tier. When installed with a central 

support and 1 circular row of supports for iM �  the initial stresses н i�  can exceed those 

designed 
п i�  by 1,60 times in the 4th tier. When installed with a central support and 3 

circular rows of supports for iM �  the initial stresses н i�  can exceed those designed  
п i�

by 1,44 times in the 2nd tier and 2,04 times in the 5th tier. 

Fig. 7. The normal stresses in the cross-sections of the meridional ribs of design scheme п i�
from the longitudinal force N and the bending moments M�,M+.

i� ,

kN/cm
2

N

M�

M+

Numbers of tiers from the base of the dome
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4 Conclusions

During the installation of a ribbed-ring metal dome, stresses occur in the meridional ribs 

whenever what the installation method is. The reason for the installation stresses is the fact 

that during the installation process, the structural design of the elements of the dome 

frameworks differ from the design scheme. The level of the values of the installation 

н

п

i

i

�
�

b–

b+

c+

c–

d–

d+

Fig. 8. Designed 
п i� and initial н i� stresses in the meridional ribs of the dome

a – design scheme; b – central support; c – central support and 1 circular row of supports; 

d – central support and 3 circular rows of supports; "�" moment from above; "+" moment from 

below.

Fig. 9. The ratio of the initial stresses to the design stresses н пi i� � in the dome ribs

b – central support; c – central support and 1 circular row of supports; d – central support and 

3 circular rows of supports; "�" moment from above; "+" moment from below.

Numbers of tiers from the base of the dome
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stresses, their nature and distribution over the tiers depend on the installation methods. 

However, in general, the lower the number of temporary supports used in the installation of 

dome frameworks, the higher the absolute values of the stress. 

The values of the installation stresses in the meridional ribs for different installation 

methods are comparable to the stresses from the self weight of the framework in the design 

scheme. For different tiers of the dome framework, installation stresses can lead to initial 

forces that are significantly higher than those determined in the design scheme. For 

example, when installing with a central support, the initial stresses in the ribs may exceed 

the maximum design stresses by 22%. At the same time, in relation to the stresses in the ribs 

on different tiers, the initial stresses may exceed the design ones by more than 50%. 

Despite the relatively low level of stress in the meridional ribs of the design schemes 

of dome frames from the load of the self weight, it is necessary to calculate the frames of 

metal domes for all types of installation schemes. For absolute confidence in ensuring 

reliability, the results of calculations should be taken into account when evaluating the 

performance of the dome frames for operational loads. 
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